RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DETECTING AND REDUCING POST-DISCHARGE SSI INFECTIONS

POLICY BRIEF

KEY FINDINGS

Monitoring SSIs is necessary to reduce occurrence.1,2

Poor surveillance produces inaccurate incidence data and no assurance that reduction measures are properly implemented.

It is estimated that traditional surveillance methods do not detect 25% to 41% of actual SSIs and that 50% to 60% of SSIs occur after discharge.3,4

Optimal post-discharge, SSI surveillance requires direct, professional examination.2

Rural hospitals experience a disproportionate burden of cost in treating preventable SSIs.

Using an infection control specialist to integrate surveillance feedback with care-delivery is shown to reduce SSI incidence by 36%.5 This recommended option provides the best scenario to both detect infections and improve surgical procedures.

Detecting Post-discharge Surgical Site Infections (SSIs)

Improving Detection to Reduce Infection

Introduction

Many state and federal funding agencies mandate SSI Surveillance.6,7,8 The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) inpatient reporting program, for example, requires 30 day, post-discharge surveillance.9 For many hospitals, surveillance is an unavoidable cost. If done well, however, the cost of treating an SSI is an avoidable cost.

The cost of surveillance needs to be assessed as an opportunity cost—the cost of preventing infections displaces the higher cost of treating them. This is true where hospitals are usually not compensated for treating infections. The increasing success of SSI-based litigation against hospitals and third-party payers ability to use a hospital’s SSI record to negotiate payment rates makes SSIs unnecessarily expensive.10

When implemented, efforts to detect infections are associated with lower infection rates. Though experts find that optimal surveillance entails continuous monitoring and direct examination of the surgical wound by trained professionals, this method is rarely practiced. Direct examination is perceived as being too burdensome and costly.2

The Issue

On average, each SSI episode is estimated to extend a patient’s length of hospitalization by 7 to 10 hospital days, costing the hospital an additional $3,000 to $29,000.11

Underreported SSI rates give hospitals false assumptions about the quality and cost of their services. The staff becomes lax in complying with standard infection control procedures and problematic practices are difficult to identify, including how to improve them.10

Since 1999, when the CDC released its best-practice recommendations,12 it has become widely recognized that, if practiced, the majority of surgical site infections and costs would be vastly reduced, in most cases by more than half.13 Reducing SSIs is fundamentally an issue of implementation and monitoring.

Although SSI rates in rural hospitals are only slightly higher than in larger, urban hospitals,14 limitations in access make it more likely that rural patients with post-operative infections will use their local hospital and surgeon for treatment. This, coupled with the fact that rural hospitals are already required by the CMS to spend money on SSI surveillance, makes uncompensated SSI treatment an avoidable financial strain. Unlike larger institutions, rural hospitals provide fewer services and depend more on federal reimbursement. They are simply less able to recuperate SSI costs by shifting them to other services or privately insured patients. It is important that rural hospitals prevent all possible SSIs, detect them early and treat them efficiently.
### 3 Policy Options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Impact on SSI Detection and Reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hospital administrators planning SSI interventions can use national or case-study estimates to decide how best to manage their institution’s SSI burden.</td>
<td>In the United States, the CDC estimates that 3% to 5% of surgeries result in infection. It is recognized, however, that these numbers are incomplete; they miss post-discharge infections. Studies that include post-discharge SSI incidence generally report higher rates: 4.1%, 5.2%, and 6.34%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2. Administrators may adopt low cost surveillance methods to improve detection. Studies suggest that in the absence of personnel to perform direct examinations, several low-cost and time efficient options exist. These options may be used singularly or in any combination with each other. | 1. Require surgeons to make a pre-discharge inspection of the surgical site wound. This simple, single step is found to capture 31% of SSI cases.  
2. Surgeons may complete end of the month surveys to report whether any of their post-discharged patients returned for infection-related treatment. Except for procedures involving implementations, a 30-day window is sufficient. This step involves about 4 hours of work per month and results in a four-fold increase in detection.  
3. Automated surveillance using procedure-specific algorithms may be used to sort patient records for antibiotic dispensing and diagnosis codes. These techniques are shown to be sensitive to 99% of post-discharge infections. |
| 3. Employ an infection control (IC) practitioner or a registered nurse trained in IC. Working within the surgical unit, IC staff are able to integrate surveillance data with feedback to surgical teams. This integration is shown to produce a 30% reduction in SSI incidence. Even more, when CDC guidelines are practiced, SSI rates fall to 0.5% to 2%, depending upon the surgery and type of wound contamination. Costs from treating SSIs can be reduced by 50% to 80%. | When examining surgical wounds directly, IC professionals are shown to identify twice as many SSIs as surgeons. An IC professional may also help a surgical unit to integrate multiple elements of care that, when practiced together, meet additional best-practice recommendations. They include:  
1. Ensure adherence to the WHO’s Surgical Safety Checklist. The checklist is shown to reduce surgery related mortality by 47%.  
2. Yield accurate SSI detection records.  
3. Create a discharge plan and bundle care. Shown to reduce SSIs by 36%.  
4. Identify infections early. Teach patients how to self-assess signs of wound infection and what to do if signs appear, including seeing the infection specialist directly to verify wound status.  
5. Function as a liaison, coordinating the surgical unit, customer service and quality improvement departments. |

### Recommendation

The third policy option provides the best opportunity to improve the quality of surgical care while lowering costs. By combining surveillance with care-delivery, an IC professional can collect more accurate surveillance data while providing high quality care. An IC professional or IC team can use this data to guide an improvement evaluation, correct lapses in service delivery protocols, and fulfill necessary responsibilities within the surgical unit.

The costs of implementing a trained, IC professional must be considered in light of his/her potential to reduce otherwise deferred costs of treating preventable infections. Annual salaries for an IC nurses in the U.S. average $75k. A study that tested using an IC trained nurse found that for every dollar spent on an IC professional who prevented an infection, $4.75 was saved from treatment. This figure does not include the benefits an IC professional can provide in improving patients’ quality of recovery or developing the hospital’s reputation for quality.
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